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port ant changes known as the ' Agrarian Revolution '. Thus
in spite of the obstacles which retarded progress in the
invention of machinery—imperfect technical knowledge
and the antagonism of labour—economic society in the
Age of Mercantilism did not remain stagnant. It was
continually evolving, and the stage was being set for the
coming of the Factory Age with its concomitants of power-
driven machinery, mass production and the assemblage of
workers under one roof.
The question has often been asked why the ' Industrial why the
Revolution1 came first to England." The explanation is '/j^fi
commonly found in the growth of her oversea trade with a tion' came
far-flung commercial empire in America, India and Africa,
which together with the Continent of Europe furnished
marketsjot her manufactures.   Admittedly the existence of
markets abroad provided an incentive for the adoption of
inventions.    However it is only a part of the explanation,
since France also made notable commercial strides in the
eighteenth century but was outstripped in the race for
industrial supremacy.   Nor would it be correct to infer that
the French people were lacking in inventive talent:  on the
contrary, at one period they led the way in many of the
industrial arts.   We must take other essential factors into
account. >-In the first place, prior to the inventions Eng-
lish industry, commerce and banking were  orgamis.&d  on
lines which served to make a large outlay on machinery
and buildings a practicable as well as a profitable venture.
Manufacturers were enabled to utilize the inventions because
England had accumulated sufficient capital for investment
in productive enterprises.^ In the second place, there existed
a class of entrepreneurs equipped with the requisite technical
qualities a.nd organizing abilities, accustomed to latitude in
the conduct of their business, and infused with the spirit of
enterprise to which Dean Tucker bore testimony when he
declared (1757) that " almost every master manufacturer
hath a new invention of his own, and is daily improving on
those of others "A* In the third place, the gr<^h_^^
tion in the hundred years following the Restoration failed to
keep pace with the expansion of trade and industry: in the

